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All trees to be large maturing trees, placed at 40 feet on center.
All street lights to be placed at 80 feet on center. See Sections for appropriate location of light. Street light will be per UNCC light standard.
All pedestrian lights to be placed at 50 feet on center. See Sections for appropriate location of light. Pedestrian light will be per UNCC light standard.
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The information contained in this report is from a variety of sources. These include a GIS planimetric and topographic survey modified by the university staff as well as construction plans by others. Neither Turnbull Simon Design nor UNCC assume any liability for the work of others.
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All street trees to be large maturing trees, placed at 40 feet on center.
All street lights to be placed at 80 feet on center. See Sections for appropriate location of light. Street light will be per UNCC light standard.
All pedestrian lights to be placed at 50 feet on center. See Sections for appropriate location of light. Pedestrian light will be per UNCC light standard.
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The information contained in this report is from a variety of sources. These include a GIS planimetric and topographic survey modified by the university staff as well as construction plans by others. Neither Turnbull Sigmon Design nor UNCC assume any liability for the work of others.
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All street trees to be large mature trees, spaced at 40 feet on center.
All street lights to be placed at 80 feet on center. See Sections for appropriate location of lights. Street light will be per UNCC light standard.
All pedestrian lights to be placed at 50 feet on center. See Sections for appropriate location of lights. Pedestrian light will be per UNCC light standard.
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The information contained in this report is from a variety of sources. These include a GIS planmetric and topographic survey modified by the university staff as well as construction plans by others. Neither Turnbull Signon Design nor UNCC assume any liability for the work of others.
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Phase IV
Bike Lane, Curb and Gutter Addition, Eliminate On-Street Parking

All trees need to be large-maturing trees, placed at 40 feet on center.

All street lights to be placed at 89 feet on center. See Sections for appropriate location of light. Street light will be per UNCC light standard.

All pedestrian lights to be placed at 50 feet on center. See Sections for appropriate location of light. Pedestrian light will be per UNCC light standard.
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The information contained in this report is from a variety of sources. These include a GIS planimetric and topographic survey modified by the university staff as well as construction plans by others. Neither Turnbull Sigmon Design nor UNCC assume any liability for the work of others.
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